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Extract from the Introduction to the Report   
 
 
ALBERTO QUADRIO CURZIO  
Chairman of the Group of Experts, Aspen Collective Mind 

 

IT IS AT A TIME OF EMERGENCY THAT THE FUTURE MUST BE PLANNED. With this aspiration, the 
Aspen Institute Italia community has welcomed the invitation of its Honorary Chairman 
Giuliano Amato, and of its Chairman Giulio Tremonti, whom I heartily thank for backing 
this project. Their well-known and intelligent dedication to Italy’s development stands out 
against many difficult moments for our country. 
 
During the spring of 2020, a spring marked by the pandemic crisis, numerous proposals for 
relaunching Italy were collected from the Institute’s associates. This Document is an 
overview of this commitment, fed by the spirit of pluralism and of frank and constructive 
service to the community for a national cohesion – elements that have characterized the 
initiative of Aspen Institute Italia in nearly forty years of analyses and debates. The objective 
of the Aspen Collective Mind program and of the proposals presented here is to inspire 
decisions and actions for an innovative and sustainable growth, both in order to overcome 
this crisis, and for a long-term development. The product of this program does not intend to 
be a scientific/academic elaboration, but represents an original expression of plural ideas, 
whose quality and authoritativeness derive from the associates’ direct experience. The 
Document aspires to being a contribution open to discussion and to its progressive 
enrichment, introducing itself into a program that Aspen Institute Italia’s debate 
organization encourages and promotes.  
 
URGENCY OF AN OPEN DEBATE FOR RELAUNCHING ITALY: PARTICIPATION AND PROPOSALS. The 
proposals of the Members of Aspen Institute Italia express the value of the experiences of 
an interdisciplinary and interprofessional community formed by entrepreneurs, executives, 
academics, and, more generally, “leaders” in the economic, financial, political, social, 
scientific, and cultural world. The significant intergenerational contribution to this 
commitment by Aspen Institute Italia is also emphasized. Numerous proposals have come 
from the Institute’s young people – Aspen Junior Fellows, Aspen Junior Fellows Alumni, and 
Aspen University Fellows, enriching the framework of prospects for the Italy of the future, in 
which it will in fact be the younger generations to spearhead and interpret the ideas 
contained here. Two cross-sectoral needs emerge from the proposals: the first is the urgency 
of carrying out the reforms to provide a solution to problems that Italy has been living with 
for too many years, and that the current crisis makes unavoidable. The second need, 
consequent to the first, is the selectivity of the interventions: the demand to do everything 
right away is unrealistic. 
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This Document was produced by a small, close-knit Group of Experts (see below, page 15) 
that it was my pleasure to coordinate, appreciating both their professional competence and 
their civic motivation, through the arrangement of hundreds of proposals, filtering them 
through the needs indicated above, along with assessing their feasibility and their concrete 
nature. The Group of Experts operated on an ongoing basis starting from its first meeting, 
on a path marked by the participation and debate of all, with the objective of valorizing 
the received proposals in a general, shared framework. A method was adopted of 
subdividing the work by areas of responsibility, and of then sharing the stages of progress 
at plenary meetings at which to enrich the Document with interdisciplinary contributions 
by the various members. This, along with reflection on issues of the contemporary pubic 
debate, is a tradition at Aspen Institute Italia.   
 
THE DOCUMENT’S STRUCTURE AND MAJOR THEMES. Based on the previous orientations, this 
Document identifies the proposals for Italy’s post-pandemic future, breaking them down 
into five chapters: Enterprises, Investment, Infrastructure, Innovation, and Institutions. Each 
chapter was supervised by a member of the Group of Experts, who also benefitted from the 
collaboration of Aspen Junior Fellows as Assistants. 
    
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. This Document is the journey’s starting point, not its finish line. A 
work in progress, it is the result of a think tank, Aspen Collective Mind, and of the 
commitment by the Institute’s community to formulating proposals for the future, in the 
spirit of service that has always been the mark of Aspen Institute Italia. Therefore, the most 
heartfelt thanks are expressed to all the associates who have thus far provided their 
contributions, particularly qualified both for their value and for the recognized 
authoritativeness of those making them. The proposals published in this Document are, in 
the Institute’s tradition, presented anonymously, and Aspen Institute Italia assumes no 
responsibility for them.  
 
Aspen Institute Italia extends its gratitude to each member of the Group of Experts for their 
contribution towards developing this resource for Italy – one that is open to debating and 
realizing the ideas represented in it – and for having so ably represented them, integrated 
them into a systematic text, and summarized them with great experience and ability: 
Antonio Calabrò, Gregorio De Felice, Giovanna Dossena, Marco Fortis, Luigi Gianniti, 
Monica Maggioni, and Massimo Massella Ducci Teri. The acknowledgements also include 
the Assistants to the Group of Experts for their excellent intellectual collaboration and their 
degree of personal cooperation: Silvia Castagna, Marco Farina, Giulia Iacovelli, Demetrio 
Maltese, Giuseppe Roberto Marseglia, Giorgio Mocavini, Alessandro Piccioni, Lorenzo 
Sabatini, and Jacopo Vavalli, joined by Francesco Leopardi Dittaiuti, who so competently 
and effectively coordinated this team.     
 
It is our hope that this commitment might be a resource for decisions of use for Italy, and 
continue in a program of enrichment by the Aspen Institute Italia community, and in an 
open debate on the proposals presented here. 
 
Rome, July 8, 2020  
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ASPEN COLLECTIVE MIND 

 
Italy’s Post-Pandemic Future. 

Proposals by Aspen Institute Italia 

 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
1. ENTERPRISES 
 
INTRODUCTION: PANDEMICS AND REVOLUTIONS. The traditional equilibria that were the mark 
of the new millennium have radically changed, and the path towards building new and 
better ones is rockier than ever. The explosion of a dramatic health crisis, of a full-blown 
pandemic connected to the spread of a new type of Coronavirus, has irremediably impaired 
the set of social relationships we were accustomed to. The crisis has spread quickly to 
economic relations, to markets, and to labor. 
It is thus a time of global epidemic and recession, a perverse combination that has applied 
the brakes to international economic growth while ushering in a period of unfortunate and 
unprecedented shrinkage. Positive social relationships and a social capital based on trust 
(and not fear) are in fact preconditions for there to be a market: a complex, changeable set 
of rules and of relationships between individuals, which constitutes the essential 
framework for enterprise to be deployed within it.  
The pandemic was most likely a catalyst of evolutionary or even revolutionary processes 
we would necessarily have had to grapple with. It is, then, a matter of accelerating the 
pace of Italian enterprises – and industrial enterprises above all – along the road we have 
already undertaken, and that the “Next Generation EU” Recovery Fund has lucidly set out: 
the green and digital new deal.  
But the resources to restart do exist, and they come from an original entwinement of 
industry, services, and research, with the objective of redesigning production, distribution, 
and consumption, while also involving the equilibria of territories and metropolises. 
The reforms for enterprises necessitated by the pandemic must necessarily be conceived in 
light of the geopolitical context that will emerge from the crisis: only an Italy that is 
European fully and with conviction can face the economic challenges of the new normal 
we will see after the epidemic. 
Described within this framework are the measures that must necessarily and urgently be 
taken in the matter of relations between public institutions and private enterprises, 
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outlining the importance of certain sectors. However, the authentically public dimension 
of each economic enterprise will require dealing with revolutionary factors, and that is to 
say (and to reaffirm): digital innovation; the green new deal; and intergenerational 
sustainability of business activity for a welfare that authentically generates and does not 
merely grant assistance. 
 
ITALIAN ENTERPRISE IN THE FUTURE GEOPOLITICAL CONTEXT. The framework of reference, 
then, is precisely that outlined by the EU: sustainable development (both environmental 
and social) and innovation. To articulate these principles in concrete terms, a business 
culture must be promoted that, between innovation and sustainability, continues the 
processes of radical paradigm shift in order to make them a new and better keystone for 
development. This is an enormous opportunity that, like every revolutionary moment in 
history, will sweep up everyone, eliminating everything that is fragile, and shaking what 
is solid. In the geopolitical context – as outlined at the end of the epidemic – certain 
equilibria are altered and it will become necessary to focus on reallocating the world’s 
productive structures while promoting Italian exporting champions in all sectors. 
 
ITALIAN ENTERPRISE AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH THE STATE AND INSTITUTIONS. The 
cultural revolution of business activity involves both the State and private parties and 
requires the attention of political decision-makers and private players to shift decisively 
from sectors to factors. The intention here, rather, is to underscore the importance that 
industrial policy address creating the conditions for private players to be able to choose 
how to better allocate resources according to the market’s own logic. Anything else would 
mark a return to the industrial policy of the last century, whose echoes continue to this 
day to deform and pollute both political and entrepreneurial action. This is, then, the role 
of the State, along with education, research, the efficiency and effectiveness of public 
administration, the struggle against organized crime, and more efficient justice. 
 
THE PRINCIPLES OF THE RESTART: DIGITAL, GREEN, SUSTAINABILITY. The aforementioned 
factors must, however, find tangible application. Sustainability, then, must be understood 
both vertically (relationship with Europe) and horizontally (public-private relationship): 
integration in accordance with a principle of subsidiarity (but a European one); 
sustainability of business activity, looking not only to environmental sustainability but 
also, more generally, to a multifactorial one that considers meeting the interests of all 
stakeholders (both internal and external). It is not a question of promoting an alleged 
ethical dimension of capitalism, but rather of ensuring that enterprises create value 
according to shared principles, thereby increasing their competitiveness. To do this, it is 
indispensable that the second factor – innovation, especially digital – be valorized. 
Technological innovation is in fact of use to reduce both the transaction costs derived from 
the relationship between public institutions and enterprises, and those connected to 
tending to the interests of the stakeholders outside the enterprise.  
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CONCLUSIONS. The restart, then, must focus on enterprise – a responsible social player, 
and a subject of economic and cultural initiatives essential in key moments of Italian 
history: an enterprise that already knows how to make environmental and social 
sustainability one of its fundamental reasons for competitiveness, on both European and 
global markets. 
This enterprise is an innovative one – in the broadest meaning of the word – that has 
already taken the road of “paradigm shift” and is to be supported and stimulated, above 
all by levers of taxation, along the pathways of the digital economy, and with a European 
and Italian industrial policy aimed above all at valorizing the factors of competitiveness, 
cutting across the individual sectors. What is needed, then, is public and private investment 
for the tangible and intangible infrastructure indispensable for enabling enterprises to 
compete in accordance with the new green and digital economy paradigms, following the 
indications of the “Next Generation EU” Recovery Fund – as well as more investment in research. 
And in training, too.  
Enterprises, then, must deeply renew their culture, in pursuit of innovation, also by 
investing in their own larger and better capitalization.  
In sum: the horizon is that of valorizing Italian social capital, a rich fabric of 
manufacturing, services, voluntary sector structures, cultural societies, bodies and 
associations: a beautiful, open, inclusive, and cohesive Italy that deserves to be better 
represented, and whose qualities deserve to be better told. 

 

2. INVESTMENTS 
 
THE STATE OF HEALTH OF ITALIAN ENTERPRISES AND THE NEED FOR INVESTMENT. A decade 
after the great 2009 financial crisis, Italian enterprises are in a stronger and more resilient 
position than in 2008. The pandemic crisis has subjected them to another difficult survival 
test. To overcome the challenge, it is necessary to restart a strong cycle of investment with 
the dual objective of: a.) protecting, modernizing, and redirecting the Italian productive 
system; b.) relaunching the economy with a selective expansion of the production base. 
 

PROMOTING RECONSTRUCTION THROUGH NEW CAPITAL AND DEBT SOLUTIONS. If one 
considers the foreseeable burden borne also by public finance, debt management strategies 
aimed at reducing the markets’ pressures may be proposed: issuing non-redeemable 
public securities and offering bonds dedicated to relaunching the economy might 
contribute towards increasing the direct holding of public securities by Italian families. 
Every strategy must be carried out under market conditions and be non-compulsory in 
nature: possibilities of financial repression should be ruled out. 
Different proposals are aimed at broadening the flows of financing from families to 
enterprises with no intermediation by the banking system. Debenture loans might be 
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issued, convertible into shares of a dedicated fund aimed at supporting the finest Italian 
medium-sized enterprises. The issue (for example, at ten years) should be overseen by 
Cassa Depositi e Prestiti, and might be valued at approximately € 100 billion. With the 
collected resources, CDP sets up a fund that invests in strengthening the equity of leading 
medium-sized enterprises in their respective sectors that have credible expansion plans. 
The invested savings would benefit the growth of the enterprises’ value. 
Another proposal relates to setting up special purpose vehicles (SPVs) focusing on a given 
sector or geographic area. To finance themselves, SPVS issue bonds on the market, where 
applicable with a securitization mechanism, meeting the different appetites of private 
investors (senior tranches might be backed by the State or by CDP). SPVs might provide 
credit to companies in difficulty, at facilitated rates and in accordance with specific needs. 
Larger and more robust companies might play a role as supply-chain leaders.  
New digital P2P (peer-to-peer) lending and crowdfunding platforms to manage lending to 
PMIs taking part in the initiative may be imagined. The lender may be repaid in part with 
products/services (or discounts).  
To protect assets of strategic importance and relaunch the economy, the creation of two 
funds is proposed, with an endowment of ten billion euros in public and private capital. 
The first fund is dedicated to investment in highly strategic Italian companies that require 
stabilizing the shareholding. The second fund is for investment in initiatives connected to 
the green transition (energy, renewable sources, waste-to-energy, the circular economy, 
TLC, transport). 
The instrument of government guarantees might be more widespread where there are 
more parties that, along with banks, can benefit from it and where the guarantee might 
become an autonomous security and an investment, subject to being negotiated 
independently of its underlying nature, and to becoming part of private portfolios. 
As far as strengthening the equity of enterprises is concerned, it is proposed that tax 
measures be adopted to inject new capital into business, by beefing up the Aiuto alla 
crescita economica (ACE – Aid to economic growth) deduction (raising the notional return 
from the current 1.5% to 4.5%).  
With full respect for private initiative, public policies should promote a transformation of 
the Italian productive system along directions of use for modernization and for recovering 
efficiency – coinciding with and not dependent upon the indications made by the 
European Union’s relaunch projects.  
The loans that the European Investment Bank may extend should be used prevalently to 
finance innovative, high-tech, research-intensive enterprises, starting with the biomedical 
industry. 
The credit lines extended by the European Stability Mechanism (equaling about € 36 billion) 
should be used for an overall review of healthcare that takes account of the role of hospitals, 
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homes for the elderly, general practitioners, and the requalification of medical and 
paramedical personnel with investment in research and emergency management. 
The programs connected to the European Commission’s relaunch plan – if they are, as 
hoped, approved by the European Council – allow Italy to become, at least temporarily, a 
net recipient from the Union budget. Italy, however, must show it can present plans that 
are credible and comply with the guidelines identified by the Commission: environmental 
transition and digital transformation. It is necessary, then, to have capabilities of vision and 
planning – capabilities that, in the past, we have failed to demonstrate having enough of in 
our experience of managing structural funds.  

 

SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT AND ADHERENCE TO BUSINESS MODELS. Environmental transition 
cannot merely foster a better use of natural resources (land, air, water), but become an 
opportunity for job development and growth. Environmental issues can no longer be 
considered only as a set of costs and restrictions. There will be a growing demand for goods, 
services, productive processes and machinery that are sustainable. A new productive 
revolution will be possible, that will cut across many different sectors. Major achievements 
have already been made in both science and industry: bioplastics, machinery with low power 
consumption, “green” construction products, and machines and systems dedicated to 
renewable energies, to waste management, to the water cycle, and so on. 
The crisis must be seen as an opportunity to attack old problems and overcome inertia. 
The opportunity is a unique one, and Europe can give Italy an important contribution. If 
we fail to do this, we will be held accountable to future generations.  

 
3. INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
A STRATEGIC PLAN TO IMMEDIATELY FREE UP RESOURCES AND UNFREEZE PROJECTS. In the 
infrastructure sector, an ambitious strategic investment plan is needed, comprising both 
basic projects for Italy and the tier-two ones, needed to meet the expectations of the local 
territories. We must first of all be fully aware of the current situation that – in spite of 
numerous plans and designs for strategic infrastructures – records about 630 blocked 
projects and a chronic inability to exploit all the European funds available to the country. 
The blame for all this is laid on regulatory red tape and on procedural or administrative 
obstacles which attempts have been made to overcome through reliance on extraordinary 
commissioners. 
The new Plan, approved by the Council of Ministers, should be carried out in a climate of 
total transparency and with the nation’s real involvement. Adequate communication 
measures should be put in place to allow the individual citizen to learn the state of 
implementation, adherence to scheduling, and the resources spent for each intervention, 
while also improving the usability of the sites now in existence.  
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The Plan’s development requires the committed participation of the entire public sector. 
However, streamlining appears appropriate in that area, by significantly reducing the 
number of contracting authorities and capitalizing on the role of Invitalia. 
A mission of solid importance must be reserved for the major government-controlled 
companies (for example: ENEL, ENI, Terna, SNAM, SAIPEM, Leonardo, Fincantieri, Ferrovie 
dello Stato) that, in their respective spheres, have design skills and development capacities 
that fear no comparison. Moreover, revolving around them is a system of enterprises 
representing a considerable percentage of the national industrial apparatus. An equally 
crucial role might be played by Cassa Depositi e Prestiti in locating sources of financing. 
The prompt and effective implementation of a plan so broad in scope requires decisive 
actions in numerous areas. Consequently, interventions to simplify rules and regulations 
are of primary importance, as are those to streamline administrative procedures. 
From this perspective, since the so-called “Genoa model” is impossible to generalize and 
commission structures cannot be put in place for each intervention, it appears preferable 
to adopt a set of rules that – while taking account of the powers already attributed to the 
individual commission figures – allows those provisions of the contracts Code that slow 
the development of public works to be overcome. 
 
AN “ECONOMY OF TRUST.” Also of fundamental importance is staunch adhesion to a new 
“Economy of Trust” based on rigorous controls after the activities have already started, 
instead of on authorizations beforehand. It is necessary to put in place all the measures 
that aim at capitalizing on the role of private professionals, who can help cut through 
some of the red tape 
 
A COLLABORATIVE BUREAUCRACY. Alongside cutting red tape, for this framework to be 
implemented in concrete terms, the support of a collaborative bureaucracy is required. 
Moreover, the accentuation of the controls assigned to administration makes it 
indispensable to “reprofessionalize” and digitalize all government personnel, and to 
decisively reinforce technical profiles. 
 
AREAS OF STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE. Alongside the actions of simplification and regulatory 
and administrative overhaul, detailed actions are needed in certain areas of strategic 
importance, starting from transport infrastructure like highways, railways, airports, ports, 
and interports. The highway network requires enormous investment to modernize it and 
keep it safe. In the railway sector, authorization processes should be further simplified, 
and in airports, governance might be rethought by instituting a single regulatory body. As 
to ports, on the other hand, a few priority sites should be identified, on which to 
concentrate the logistics of linkage with national and European networks.  
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Beyond the transport sector, investment in the main public utilities must be relaunched, 
and particularly in water, power, and waste management utilities. It may be useful to 
adopt a new plan for water infrastructure. In the energy sector, the single authorization 
model must be strengthened and extended to all infrastructure interventions, in place of 
the multiple and successive passages required today.  
As for waste, a long-term “environmental strategy” must be defined on a national scale. The 
objective is to give Italy a modern environmental infrastructure capable of managing its 
own waste flows, thus generating wealth and jobs in the “green economy.” 
 
A PLAN FOR CITIES. These actions might be joined by a plan for cities that includes a series 
of interventions of lesser economic value, but essential on a local level (“tier two 
interventions”) for the requalification and recovery of dwellings, hospitals, schools, 
prisons, and all urban infrastructures. In this setting, particular and decisive attention will 
have to be devoted to recovering the numerous Italian municipalities stricken by seismic 
events. Lastly, the plan for cities might be linked to additional public works functional to 
improving urban livability, with the enlargement or improvement of roads, parking, bike 
paths, green areas, and so on. 
 
INTERNATIONALIZATION OF THE SECTOR’S ITALIAN ENTERPRISES. The infrastructure sector must 
be valorized by also taking full account of Italian enterprises operating abroad. A control room 
dedicated to the infrastructure system should be created, through which to select the countries 
offering a considerable supply of infrastructure projects. 

 
4. INNOVATION 
 
Innovation cuts "diagonally" across all the themes of this report, and making innovation a 
theme in and of itself is therefore a complex matter in many ways. The choice, then, was 
made to emphasize a perspective that serves as a background for the other chapters as 
well, and then to select a few themes. This perspective is the European one, which then 
becomes Euro-Italian in two articulations. 
The first is that of the European relaunch – now necessary after the pandemic – which has 
shown how essential the EU is to all Member States (and, almost always, the other way 
around). The Recovery Plan and the Macron-Merkel proposals have continued with, 
strengthened, and broadened von der Leyen’s mandate program. At present, the EU seems 
ready for a strong relaunch to face post-Covid needs and the challenges of the twenty-first 
century. 
The second articulation is that the European system is marked by the "social market 
economy" which may be better qualified on the basis of the principle of subsidiarity in its 
"verticality" among institutional parties (EU, Member States, Regions) and its 
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"horizontality" in the production of goods (between public, social, and economic ones). 
Eurodemocracy is a composite of federalism, confederalism, and functionalism, and it 
appears improper to "force it" into the models of other countries. This requires an ongoing 
interaction between public and private, in a partnership that values liberal principles 
within a framework of interventions and of creative public impulses, or impulses of 
innovative solidarity. 
Against this background, the "innovation" chapter emphasizes points made in other chapters, and 
introduces new themes. 
 

A KNOWLEDGE-BASED SOCIETY AND AN “ENABLING" STATE. The pandemic has returned the focus 
to how important scientific knowledge is in elaborating public policies. The State and its 
articulations require skills in order perform a function “enabling” the restart of the economy 
and of society. Public support to private initiative must not be confused with a State that 
intends to take on roles as “innovator” or even “entrepreneur.” The strategy for innovation 
must be consistent with the broader European framework, in consideration of the inability of 
national systems to compete on an International level in terms of critical mass and strategic 
vision. To valorize innovation, a more interdisciplinary approach is needed: in training – as in 
research – cross-pollination among different disciplines is required. The multidisciplinary 
approach to research and advanced training must guide the individual disciplines towards 
the great challenges of progress and introduce the approach to complexity. In this sense, the 
research world should also orient itself towards distinctive objectives defined responsibly 
and independently, and upon which to become the interlocutor of public policies, industrial 
development, and social progress. Moreover, ethical guidance must be provided to 
exponentially developing technologies. 
 
UNIVERSITY AND RESEARCH: EXAMPLES AND MODELS OF SUCCESS. In Italy and Europe, 
examples and models exist, starting from those that have highlighted the success of 
public-private collaboration: from certain universities to various foundations, and a 
variety of research centers with replicable organizational models and a degree of flexibility 
that must represent a new resource for the entire innovation supply chain – from tertiary 
and doctoral training at all levels to research and technology transfer. Inspiring examples 
include ISI in Turin and IIT in Genoa. Models like those of public universities and the best 
private ones should be compared in order to extract practices to be replicated on a broader 
scale. The organization of tertiary and doctoral studies must be multidisciplinary, sharing 
the experience typical of certain poles of excellence, with specializations that are also 
partially different: a recently established model is Federazione delle Scuole Superiori 
Universitarie (Normale, Sant’Anna e IUSS), which would be transformed into a foundation. 
In many cases, collaboration with enterprises or with systems of enterprises is essential. 
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The case of Emilia Romagna, with experiences like those of the Bologna "big data" hub for 
mechatronics and the "motorvalley" system, is an important one. 
 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING. Digitalization of school must lead to a more radical rethinking 
of the entire educational system, based also on a planning that avoids wasting resources 
while resizing labor supply and demand and avoiding "skill mismatch." This can take 
place both by giving university foundations greater autonomy, and by rewarding teachers 
for merit. A more effective system must also respond to the challenges of continuous 
training by guaranteeing, as an additional pillar of welfare, the updating of workers’ skills 
on an economic landscape where flexibility will increasingly take center stage. It is 
absolutely essential in this regard to strengthen teaching in STEM and computer skills. All 
this is to be accompanied by an ever-increasing openness abroad, with language teaching 
programs and exchanges throughout the training path. 

 
AN EFFICIENT PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION. The relaunch the Italian economy requires a drastic 
increase in the efficiency of public administration. Digitalization is key here: organizational 
and procedural processes (back-end) must be revolutionized to feed a public sector help desk 
(front-end) that is simpler for citizens and enterprises, affirming the telematic process in justice, 
digital payments in all public offices, and the adoption of smart contracts and blockchains. 
Digitalization is fundamental because the different parts of public administration must be able 
to "talk" to one another: they must therefore be able to interact in a modern fashion, quickly 
and rationally, in order to become truly efficient. This does not mean smart working, whose 
efficiency and effectiveness during the pandemic crisis has yet to be clarified. 

 
RESEARCH AND INNOVATION IN HEALTHCARE. This is an issue that forced its way into current 
events with the pandemic and, politically, with the stance taken by Macron and Merkel, who 
affirmed the need to bring Europe a "sovereignty" in this field. The potentials of telemedicine 
can help bring physicians and patients together, guaranteeing constant, personalized 
monitoring of health situations, even remotely. A central resource of this technological 
revolution is electronic health recordkeeping, which should be quickly achieved.  
In this regard, Italy (and Milan in particular), which lost its bid to host the European 
Medicines Agency, should focus on a European platform of the EMBO TYPE, by valorizing 
the Human Technopole at the center of an excellent Milanese public-private system of 
biomedical and genetic research, but also of pharmaceutical companies. This could also 
allow the obstacles brought about by double academic affiliation – in which Italians that 
have won ERC calls end up using them in other countries – to be overcome. On the other 
hand, in these recent years, Italy has seen enormous growth in the role of its 
pharmaceutical industry, whose sales are now roughly one third billed by Italian 
enterprises and two thirds by foreign enterprises. An effective policy of attractiveness to 
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foreign investment in this sector, along with Italian specialized labor joined by our 
mechanical technologies and the presence on the territory of high-level clinical centers, 
have favored this success, and Italy is now spoken of as Europe’s pharmaceutical 
manufacturing hub. Just consider that in 2019, of the world’s top-fifteen exporters, Italy is 
the country that has most increased its exporting of preparations, seeing a leap by more 
than five billion dollars since 2018.   
 
ENTERPRISES AND THE CHOICE OF INNOVATING. While the public sector must perform its 
“enabling” role in the best possible way, private entrepreneurial initiative remains the 
engine of recovery and innovation. Small- and medium-size enterprises must take the best 
possible advantage of the available technologies: from 5G that can facilitate the 
automation of processes, to blockchains that can guarantee traceability in the supply chain. 
This is why an effort to train managers and personnel is also needed. However, the hard 
part is still that of investing in research, given the country’s limited number of large 
industrial groups; it is therefore essential for the few, large Italian "pillars" of industry to 
be increasingly interconnected with the large European science and technology platforms. 
And it is important for SMEs to continue investing, as they did particularly in the 2015-18 
period (thanks to the "Industry 4.0" plan, to the research tax credit, and the Patent box), in 
new technologies, research, and patents.  

 
DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE. Digital inclusion is a necessity: there can be no innovation plan 
without adequate digital infrastructures that can be accessed by citizens and enterprises. 
Bridging the digital divide requires investments and regulatory interventions to facilitate 
them, as well as effective public-private collaboration along with protection of the citizens’ 
security and privacy, in order to have technologies at the service of cities and achieve 
sustainable mobility.  
 
5. INSTITUTIONS 
 
INTRODUCTION: LEARNING FROM THE EMERGENCY TO MODERNIZE ITALY. The pandemic 
crisis was an important stress test for the Italian system. It is of interest here to analyze the 
strong and weak points of the institutional response. The limitations in managing the 
emergency have often highlighted structural shortcomings that must be remedied, but 
also efficient and creative responses (through, for example, a more intense use of 
information technologies) to be maintained when the emergency has passed, and to be 
inserted into an organic framework of modernization. 
 
A DISCIPLINE FOR THE EMERGENCY (AND NOT ONLY THE HEALTHCARE EMERGENCY). The crisis 
has highlighted the need to rethink the discipline of the health emergency, particularly 
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with reference to the division of labor and coordination among the various levels of 
government. In the first place, an effective European policy in the matter of health is to be 
built: the existing treaties permit advanced forms of coordination and integration of 
national healthcare policies for "combating serious cross-border threats to health," 
according to the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU. On the national level, it is necessary 
to strengthen coordination between the State and Regions, by properly applying the 
principle of subsidiarity in a framework of constant, productive dialogue with the 
scientific community. An effective, governed plan for emergency communication must 
also be structured. 
 
LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE INNOVATION. More generally, the pandemic has made clear 
the need for a profound legal and administrative innovation of the State, starting from 
improving the quality of legislation and the effectiveness and efficiency of public 
administration. The country cannot be relaunched without a renewal of the system for 
producing and implementing laws – a renewal that also includes serious reflection on the 
"Justice system." Adopting regulations that respond to the criteria of clarity, utility, and 
effectiveness, relying when necessary on deregulation, bringing public administrations 
closer to citizens, and making the outcomes of legal disputes quicker and more 
predictable: these are all objectives that the uncertain context of the "new normal" makes it 
crucial to pursue successfully. 
 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY. In addition to 
reforming the modes of implementation of public policies, their purposes must be 
reoriented, while taking the new setting into account. Environmental sustainability and 
digital transformation are objectives identified as priorities by European institutions, in 
the construction of the Union’s economic and social recovery. In this perspective, 
sustainable development and more generally the principle of intergenerational solidarity 
might also be crystallized, with an appropriate formula, in a measure of the first part of 
the Constitution. The crisis ended up being a factor of acceleration of digitalization 
processes that may be further supported by synergy among the different levels of 
government: the objective of achieving the interoperability of all of public administration’s 
information systems thus appears to be a priority. Overhauls of staffing plans and new 
hires must proceed in parallel with work to optimize the organization of public 
administration personnel, also through systematic reliance on modes of smart working; 
this would contribute towards cutting red tape and digitalizing public procedures.
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CONCLUSIONS. To be achieved, all these objectives require a change of method in the process 
of defining public policies and translating them into laws. Italy’s future depends on the 
quality of the recovery, which alone can guarantee the sustainability of the created debt. The 
development of the next national reform program (Programma Nazionale di Riforma – PNR) 
to be submitted to broad discussion in Parliament, must be an opportunity to outline a shared 
strategy that can give rise to credible actions. In this perspective, the Recovery Plan offers an 
extraordinary opportunity to untangle the structural knots that have been negatively 
impacting the Italian system’s competitiveness for decades. Sector by sector, Italy should 
build documents (preliminary to the submission of the plans) upon which to open public 
debates clearly identifying the (measurable) objectives to be achieved, and the instruments 
with which to act in order to do so. These documents – and therefore the plans – should 
indicate the legislative or administrative reforms to be introduced. Monitoring should also 
be planned in the phase of implementation and ex post assessment of the results – both of 
which evidence-based – with qualitative and quantitative analyses of the data.  
 
In this way, a path might be built that insures the awareness and responsibility useful for 
achieving the profound legal and administrative innovation that Italy needs. 
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